Kaan Meralan

This week we kept working on the initial design report. As a part of the job, I contributed to the sequence diagrams and graphical user interfaces (GUI) of PAPAGAN also I contacted Gülru Üstündağ, currently studying PhD at Syracuse University, and asked for her feedbacks about the final version of the report.

Umut Orhan

In the week of 5th December, I have continued to work on initial design report. I contributed to model class and sequence diagrams of our project.

Sağnak Taşurlar

Throughout the week, I have first drawn GUIs and then typeset the document.

İbrahim Taşyurt

This week I participated the efforts on initial design report as my teammates, I took responsibility in class diagrams of our design data modeling of the project.

Utku Utkan

This week, I contributed to the Design Report issues. I specified the data model, and help GUI modeling.